
Date 16-Feb-03

Hare Spingo

Venue Reigate

On On Black Horse
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 WE ALMOST REACH
THOSE BLUE

REMEMBERED HILLS
that would have been too
different. (Hans der
Schwanz: Why are the ups
called Downs around here?
Answer, airily invented, It
comes from the Old English
word dun, meaning a hill. He
courteously accepted this
reply. In fact, we amateur
etymologists know our
Onions*; the answer is
indeed exactly that. *Should
one ever explain a joke? Dr
Onions wrote the standard
work on this subject.)

This was the check where
Popeye decided discretion
was the better part of
candour. He knowingly ran
out on the in-trail to rejoin
the more literal minded of
the front runners, and hid
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Grand Master :
Shagger

(Steve Goodenough)
01483 416625 (h)

Joint Master:
Low Profile

(Dave Bruggen)
01730 814289

JM & Navel Attaché
Ancient Mariner

(Maurice Matthews)
01420 82738 (h)

Religious Advisor :
Popeye(Peter Cave)

01483 285189

Clutcher’s Mate :
Cracker

(Marie Harvey)
01306 879910 (h)

Hash Cash :
Dr. Death

(Peter Fleming)
01932 853660 (h)

Trail Master :
TeeTotal

(John Piper)
01306 882579

DapperHasherie:
 FirstOn (Jeanna)

01730 814289
Joint-Secs :

FRB (Peter Hughes)
01932 886747 (h)

Tequil’ over
(Richard Piercy)

01372-454907(h)
01372-459343(F)
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The weather improved
beyond all expectation; it
even became pleasantly
sunny - for which, as usual,
the hare is entitled to full
credit. It took almost exactly
half the time of the trail laid
last week by Raucous, and yet
was long enough for most
tastes. (Moral: never make
generalisations about the
trails our Harriettes lay). There
was so little mud that at one
moment Spingo apologised!...
but later we found a bit more. I
dare not write “shiggy”;
Icepyck has ruled that true
shiggy requires a goodly
proportion of cow dung.

The GM found he could
think of little to say which

his knowledge of the truth
at the check so as not to
betray the hare....

There seems little point in
describing the scenery of
Reigate Heath and
Buckland, especially as so
many of you did turn up for
this hash, and did it all. As
one result, the Knitting
Circle timed their return to
coincide not only with the
end of the Circle, but also so
as to have in full view the
hairy buns of Hairy Buns.
But I shall say this for them,
not one paid him the
slightest attention. Which is
indeed about as much as the
spectacle can be said to
rate.

So what else can be said?

might enlighten us - now,
there’s a discovery! - so he -
almost -  made his speech
brief. The visitors were
Melanie and Mark, though
this is not the explanation of
the MM we found in flour;
that was an attempt by the
leopard-skin ear-muffed
Made Marion to rival  the
ubiquitous anchors of
Popeye. (Question: is
anyone else putting down
anchors? Not unnaturally,
Popeye cannot authenticate
every anchor....)

At the circle the RA again
confused Marigold with
Marjorie, punished those
seen anywhere near a golf
course, and had Country
Bumpkin drinking from a

How does the attention span
of our readers compare with
that of the putatively typical
television viewer? Are elaborate
and long-winded compliments
still in order?

“After secretly observing the
unstudied grace of her
movements, the most celebrated
picture maker of the province
burnt the implements of his
craft, and began life anew as a
trainer of performing elephants”

Not, you may suggest, the
Spingo we know and love; but
she still merits compliments. We
constantly run her trails form
the same car park, and she
manages to make each slightly
different. Today at one moment
it even seemed as though we
might take in the hills; but no,

disgusting old shoe - which,
fortunately, leaked heavily.
This at the instigation of
CB’s own wife! also given a
down-down for tale-bearing.

Well now, for the weekend
of the great march, we add
over the page a topical song
despite the non-political
nature of the hash. To be
even-handed we shall gladly
print anything amusing
which George W groupies
(such as Julie Burchill and
IDS) can provide by e-mail,
in next week’s issue. If there
are any such in our midst...

ON ON       FRB
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Receding Hare LineRun 1454

Date 23-Feb-03

Hare DougTT/Mrs Robinson

Venue Hindhead NT car park

On On Devil’s Punchbowl Hotel

SSA

OS (186) 892357

Sung to the tune "If you're happy & you know it, clap your
hands".

If you cannot find Osama, bomb Iraq.
If the markets are a drama, bomb Iraq.
If the terrorists are frisky,
Pakistan is looking shifty,
North Korea is too risky, bomb Iraq.

If we have no allies with us, bomb Iraq.
If we think that someone's dished us, bomb Iraq.
So to hell with the inspections,
Let's look tough for the elections,
Close your mind and take directions, bomb Iraq.

(The last verse, absurdly, follows the directions below)

It's pre-emptive reconstruction, bomb Iraq.
To prevent this mass destruction, bomb Iraq.
They've got weapons, we’ve agreed,
And that's all the proof we need,
We just want to see them bleed, bomb Iraq.

If you never were elected, bomb Iraq.
If your mood is quite dejected, bomb Iraq.
If you think Saddam's gone mad,
With the weapons  he once had,
And he tried to kill your dad, bomb Iraq.

If our corporate fraud is growin', bomb Iraq.
If your ties to it are showin', bomb Iraq.
If your politics are sleazy,
And hiding that ain't easy,
And your manhood's getting queasy, bomb Iraq

1455 2-Mar Super/Dissa Send?

1456 9-Mar CountryB/Taco Bell Ockham

1457 16-Mar Bodyshop / Birthing
Blanket

TBA

1458 23-Mar Velcro Headley

1459 30-Mar Red-Eye & Ratty TBA

1460 06- Apr Gibber TBA

1461 13-Apr HARES WANTED!!

 From London go down A3 to Hindhead, 200m before the
junction with A287 turn right into National Trust car park.

Fall in line and follow orders, bomb Iraq. For our might knows not our
borders, bomb Iraq. Disagree? We'll call it treason, Let's make war
not love this season, Even if we have no reason, Bomb Iraq!


